Winter crop Yield Data Processing

Identifying in-crop variability, maximising profit.
Why analyse yield data?
Variations in soil characteristics, agronomic management, crop inputs,
climate and production history can cause variation in yields accross a field.
In order to find these yield variations and what could mitigate them in
future, yield data analysis plays a key role.

What does yield data show me?
The collection of yield data is valuable for providing a digital
agronomic report card of the management decisions made throughout
the crop growing season. It shows you which parts of a field performed
best and, in combination with other data, what you can potentially do
to lift your yield in certain parts of the field.

How do I use yield data?
A yield map should be more than just a pretty picture! Yield data is
only useful when it actually assists you in adjusting your
management practices. Your CGS Agronomist can process and
interpret your yield data, ensuring that you get the most out of
the available paddock history.
Yield data requires processing and cleaning before it can be
used accurately and effectively. Some of the errors and
circumstances that are addressed with this process are:
•
•
•
•
•

Data outliers
Position Offsets
Data gaps
Repeat / double harvesting
Multiple harvesters

But, CGS does not just process your yield data and give you a piece
of paper in return. We support you, in the office and in the field, to make sure
that you turn your data into decisions that benefit you!
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What do I have to do pre-harvest?
It is important that all headers in your paddocks have a pre-harvest
check performed on the four main components of the yield monitor:
1. Yield Sensor - check for wear & alignment
2. Moisture Sensor - check for old crop residue
3. Display - Verify Grower, Farm, Field structure is set up correctly
4. Receiver - check for solid GPS connection
The yield monitor also needs calibrating at the start of the season
for each crop and 2-4 times more during the season as moisture
and conditions change. It is best to calibrate at the beginning of
the field if a calibration is needed.
If you don’t save your yield data, it can’t help you with your next crop!
Verify that your data is saving correctly and make sure you save
and back up your data as often as you can. If you use cloud based
services, verify they are capturing data by logging in.

							Collecting your yield data
							
Your CGS agronomist can assist you with collecting
							
your yield data; the sooner you can do this after the
							
harvest has finished, the less chance you have of it
							accidentaly getting erased.
							
							
							

Yield data can be retrieved from a range of monitors
and, if you have already loaded it into your mapping
software, the raw data can be easily exported.

							
After your data has been collected, the data is
							
processed to remove data errors and corrected for
							
variability in sample moisture. The data is also
							calibrated against known yield totals.
							
Finally the data is smoothed out (interpolated) to a
							
20m grid to enable analysis with other data sets,
							EM38 and NDVI for example.
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								CGS Yield data analysis service

								As part of the CGS Yield data analysis service
								you will receive a printed report. You will also
								
have access to this report on the CGS online
								data-platform.
								The report contains the following information:
• Raw Yield
• Yield surface
• Yield moisture
• Yield elevation
• And other analyses, depending on the data
that is supplied						
								

How to utilise processed yield data
Yield data is a key piece of information that helps you evaluate your
current management practices and how you can improve them. It
can also help your site-specific management strategies such as:
• Variable rate applications of nutrients
• Variable rate chemical applications
• Zone / grid soil sampling
The analysis of yield data also provides an opportunity to:
• Understand how specific parts of the field are performing
• Analyse multiple types of data from multiple seasons
• Create management zones for next years crop
• Simplify the planning process for the next crop

Protein Data
With the Cropscan 3000H Protein meter now readily available for most headers on the market,
measuring your protein or oil content has never been easier. For certain crops, protein data can
be just as valuable as yield data; if you are interested in seeing what you can do with your protein
data combination with your yield data; just ask us.

For more information
Please contact your local CGS
Representative who can show you
some examples of results that can
be achieve and who can also inform
you of the opportunities you can
seize on your farm. And remember,
there is no better time to start
collecting yield data than today!
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